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INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of this study is to identify the content

of kindergarten children's beliefs about the schooling experience,

and the order in which children acquire notions of disciplined

behavior, conformity to authority, impulse control, and task orien-

tation. 83 4 and 5 year old children were interviewed at the begin-
.:

ning, the middle, and the end of kindergarten to determine what they

thought school was abou;- of what teacher and student roles con-

sisned, and the types of constraints they perceived and preferences

they held for learning experiences.

Background

Schooling has traditionally been viewed as one of the primary

agencies for socialization of children; however, schools as social-

izing agencies have been neglected by researchers. While there is

much disagreement both over what children actually do learn, and

what they should learn in school, it is clear that the schooling

experience, both explicitly and implicitly, is expected to transmit

to children some of the attitudes, values, skills, and behavior

patterns which are functional for adult life (Dreeben, 1968; Jackson,

1968) . It is also expected to reinforce, not to interfere with,

those adult patterns which it does not explicitly teach. Empirical

research detailing how schools actually accomplish this progress is

sparse; research describing when particular notions about schooling

are initiated is almost nonexistent.

An exception is a study which indicates that although they may
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use a variety of strategies for teaching norms, teachers of

young children expend a great deal of time and energy guiding

their students in the acquisition of values, attitudes, and

behavior patterns appropriate for a task oriented, authorita-

tive, and often crowded environment (LeCompte, 1978). Roughly

speaking, school experiences attempt to prepare children for

the type of world they will face upon exiting from school.

These rules reflect a normative structure in classrooms and

teacher styles (LeCompte, 1978). It appears that 'at least by

the end of their fourth year of schooling, children can articu-,

late the rules and behavior which teachers expect of them, rules

which they and their teachers deem no less important than academic

achievement for school success. What is not known, however, is

when children acquire these norms.

Preschool Experience

Schooling has traditionally begun with kindergarten, the place

where children were prepared for classroom life. It has been the

task of the kindergarten teacher to teach the children such school

norms as attending to teacher imposed tasks, conforming to authority,

developing impulse control, and exhibiting behavior appropriate to

the activities demanded.

Recent changes in family and economic structures, however,

have had a profound effect upon this arrangement. For the first

time in history, the average school child in American has a mother

who works outside the home (Ilureau of the Census, 1970). Moro and

m6re children spend at least OHO and possibly several yoars in pre-

4
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kindergarten school-like evnironment which in many ways pre-

empts the task of the kindergarten (Bureau of the Census,

1970). Since schooling prior to kindergarten is available,

some children come to kindergarten socialized and already

roading; others come completelysnaive to the school environ-

ment. Such changes must profoundly effect the experience

child--n have in school, how well they can adjust, and what

they learn from it but the effect of these changes on the way

children view the school experience is largely known. SimiThr-

ly, while the impact of a student peer group has proved important

in shapin(J the attitudes towards school of adolescents (Coleman,

), it is unclear whether or not very young children are

affected hy the numher of their friends who have had like school-

inkj oxiwlionce:1 or the attitudes tneir,friends hold toward school.

Socioeconomic Status

Differences in social class may also affec the experience

of early schooling. We know, for example, that lower SES and

minority children arc more likely t have a different typo of

organizL.d pr--sch )1 experience, if they have one at. all from

high SES children. They are also more likuly to have day-care,

rather than nursery school experiences, in public, rather than

private settings.

Social class differences in child rearing patterns may

affect the deq roe to which children can articulate effectively

with the school (l3( rnstein, ) . Effectiveness of different

kinds of instruction is related to differences in socioeconomic

status (131-ophy and Evertson,
) ; this may be due to class-

biased patterns in acquisitiim of coping skills prepare childrt,n

tol olo typo ot !whmlinq ond not for anothor. A child whose

5
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background prepares him or her for a very structured classroom

experience may, for example, have great difficulty in adjusting

to the demands for self-direction or lack of adult supervision

in a less structured environment.

Sex

Sex differences may affect the way children view school

experiences. Girls, for example, with their higher early levels

of verbal facility may have different preferences and expectations

than do boys.

The Child's Vkfw of School

Whether or not children actually see schools in the same

way adults do, or as adults want them to do, is also unclear.
C.

Except for recollections of life in school written by adults and

usually fictionalized, very few studies have attempted to determine

the child's viewpoint on the coping skills required for school

survival, much less their reconstruction of the' philosophy or models

underlying the schooling they experience. Studies which purport to

present the student view are more often based upon inference drawn

from children's behavior in genera,1 (Kohl, 1967); or children

observed while modeling teacher behavior (White, 1968) or adult

interpretations pf what children think about school used to support

varying ideological positions (Friedenberg, 1971). Another approach

has been to enumerate the structural or normative demands of school

and the behavioral expectations of teachers and assume that because

these are taught, they are learned by children (Dreeben, 1968;

Jackson, 1968). Even in the anthropological literature, views of

schoolinq from the students' is Ispective are rare and usually

6
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limited to studies of older students (CuSick, 1973). How young

children view school may have a very important impact upon their

future success in school; this study examined the manner in which

a group of kindergarten children viewed their kindergarten

experience, how those views changed over time, and the extent to

which those views were affected by certain background variables

and preschool experiences.

It is apparent that classroom management is predicated upon

norms concerning order, appropriate behavior, and obedience which

express themselves in teaching behavior. Adaptation to those

norms facilitates success in school. However, children with

different backgrounds and those with different kinds of schooling

experiences may vary in their preparation for and conceptualization

of schooling and hence in their definition of coping skills they

deem appropriate. Without actually asking children,.we could not

discover what they believed school to be all about, nor determine

Lhe degree of congruence between children's beliefs and what

previous research (LeCompte, 1978a; LeCompte, 1978b) indicates are

behavioral requirements in theclassroom.

Focus of the Stucly.

This study was designed to examine several questions:

1. How do young children describe school in terms

of their own and the teachers role, the

activities they engage in, responsibilities

they bear, rples .ind regulations for appro-

priate behavior, orid preferences for . class7

room organization Ind modes of instructional

7
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delivery? More specifically, children

were asked questions which elicited:

a. what they thought children

did and what they could not

do in school

b. what they thought teachers

did and what they could not

do in school

c. how rules or constraints on

child behavior were established

2. How do the descr tions which young children

give of specific aspects of the school
V

7"---

experielie, such as student and teacher roles,

appropriate behavior, and coriYormity to authority,

change over time?

What background factors, if any, served to differ-

entiate among children with-varying definitions of

the schooling experience? What background factors,

if any, were associated with varying levels of

impulse control and orientation to activity?

Subiects,

A random sample of 100 kindergarten children from elementary

schools in a suburban school district near a major southwestern

city wore chosen for this study. They were interviewed three times

in October, February, and May. Attrition meant that all three

interviews were completed for i3 children from the original 100;

8
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these formed the population for-the study.

Interview Instrument

A relatively unstructured interview instrument was

developed in a pilot study for data collection (see Appendix.

A). Because of the developmental level of kindergarten chtliren,

direct responses to abstract questions could not be elicited;

thus photographs and drawings of kindergarten children, teachers,

dnd classrooms were used as stimuli for reSponses. For example,

to determine which type of classroom children-keferred, they were
Cl

first shown two pictures, one of an informal claSsroom and one of

a formal classroom. They then were asked'to choose the one they

would prefer for their own kindergarten class. Similarly, they

were shown children being taught the alphabet in a large grhup,

a small group, and alone with the teacher, and asked to choose which

method they preferred. In both instances, they'were then asked

they made that choice.

/
Th'e interviews were tape recorded; the data then was coded from

the interviews from the tapes and froR the responses reeprded on

the interview instruments. Each interview.took about 30-45 minutes.

Demographic data was obtained in an interview with the parents of

each child.

Analysis 2

Part of the study was phenomenological, in that we tried to

develop from the children's actual words a sense of the ways they

viewed the schooling e*perience. The procedure used was an inductive

content analysis, based upon tho children's taped interviews. From

the content analysis we derived categories of responses to each

9
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question; acategory coding system was then d9ATloped so that,

where possible, data could be grouped and ordinality imposed

la!ion the responses. Where that was not possihle,, nominal eate-
,

gories or response were established. The number of categories

was kept to a minimum to facilitate statistical analysis. The
0

.' taped interviews were then coded according to the category

system.

FrOluency counts of the categories were made, and.cross-

tabulations of timel by time3 for particular items creatta to

facilitate comparison of tability of ranR .ordering and of die
t.

types of responses to questiorover the several administrations

of the instrument.

Given the characteristics of the data, non-parametric

statistics were used. The Bowker extension of McNemar's test of

symmetry in a square contingency table (Marasculio and McSweeney)

-tiregties11911tOsnt

was employed to determine if the total distribution orresponses

in time
I
differed from the distribution of respons'es'at time

3
; it

also facilitated post hoc analysi. s to illustrate where differences,

if any, exist.

Background variables, such as family income and mother's and

father's education, amount and type of pre-school experience, sex",

age, and numbers of pre-school age friends Were treated as inde-

pendent variables. Re'sponses to the interview questions were

treated as dependent variables.

A number of constraints had to be considered in the design of

this study. First, children. wore studied in the natural setting of

their first school expoLienee:.. No control over the assignment of
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stUdents to 'ar.+7ntis kinds of classroom was possfble. Neither
A

could the type of day care or nursery school for pre-kinder-
A

garten experiences be controlled. Second, we were limited to

thosq children whose parents allowed their participation in

the study. Third, 33% of students in the tchool district, where

the gtody was carried out, transfer out of the area each year.

No control over these drop-outs was possible. Finally, no

control group of children not attending school was possible,

since virtually all children the age of five are in school.

Discussion

.It appears that,,at leAt for this study, children are more
-Pt

clearly able to tell what teachers are eu do in schoof than what

they themselves are t,6 do -- at least.in kindergarten; There were

many idiosyncratic or unclassifiable responses these euqstions;

the domoqraphic data also failed to discriminate clearlY what

dotivitit!s children thought they would do as students; it wal;

more powerful in discriminating on measures of the teacher's rol

.g
ohd impulse control. Part of this may be attributed to the fact

N* that children studied come from a fairly homogeneous community;.

they mostly liuc in a middle income, white, well-educated community.'

Most of the children in the study lived with both parents - - over

70% -- which makes them somewhat atypical of the high percentage of

single parent families in the area. In addition, sotLe of our measure!

%such as incomes, did not accurately or adequately categorize the

families in the community. In any case, answering questions about

he_i t )wn ivit seIII)t I :ieemed hard !'or t ho chi I di 111 I o
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_Children also found i.tditfictht to answer "w

iô I

ouestions. WAen

asked why they couldn't do certain things in ,kindergarten, the unclass-
je

ifiable, or "other", responses constituted the largest category -

44%.

Mhat did clearly emerge was that dy6n in viewing their bwn role,

children saw it as one 1ar4e1y detormined by the Leaeher's wishes,
.IP

nOt their pwn. Teacher-domination ot the numbersof responses des-
.

cribing the teatther as arbitrator of activities increased from T. to
a.

T
3'

What is also clear is that by.the end of kinderg.arten, whilq..the

teaglikr, is seen as the arbitrator of all activities, and also largely
.

as a worKer herself, children do not yet as a whole view school. as .

a place where they are to work. They do not consistently categorize

activities which occur in school as work; rather they categorize

such activities as play. When cued that the appropriate responses

are "work" or "play", they can respond appropriately, hut are unable

to explain why they those that answer. Work.seems to have somerhing

to do with sittinq at tables, not on the floor; it alai, has to,do

with,nuMbers and letters. But so much of what happens in kinder-

garten iS work "disguised" as play that chi4dren don't seem to yet

thatr they lre being initiated into a work situation.

Children's View.of School,

When asked in-OctobA what thvy thought they would do in kindpr-

garten, 36% reported t.hey did not kndw; interestingly, at T3 !lay,

15% still could not report what they had done in kindergarten. .At

T the.largest percentage (40M thought they would play and only 7%

reported they expected to work.At '337% reported thfit in kindet

qorten they were expected to I,,trn to read, 21Y, that they were to

1 2
(

.
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learn the alphabet and 12% that they were to learn the class rules.

It appears that, in this study at least, children do change their

perspective of school by the end of the kindergarten year. Many

increasingly tend to view school'as 'a place where the emphasis is

on the aQpievement of basic skills with a secondary emphasis on

the adoption of school behavioral norms. However, there remains

a fairly cogsistent description of kindergarten activities as pre-

\ dominantly p4ay rather than work. One explanation may be that the .

children's view of work in comparison to play varies from that held

by adults: it may also be that certain groups of children had con-
,

sistent views of school as play. These differences are discussed

later in the paper.

In general, over time children seem to clarify their perceptions

of both the teacher and student roles in ways that suggest a greater

task orientation, ,greater, con6brmity to authority, and increased

impulse control,- The change is clearly towards more disciplined

behavior and'a greater orientation to cognitive activity.

View of Student Role'

_Although-children begin 'school with some sense of conformity to

authority and iMpulse control, over time there is a significant move

towards increased confOrmity to authority and impulse control. By

T
2
children seem to acknowledge the teacher as the class arbitrator

or'Idisciplinarian. When asked when it would be O.K. to go to the

bathroop,' at TI 31% gave a don't know response and 41% responded when

they had asked the teacher for permission. By T3 however, only 5%

gave a don't know res se but 21% responded when UAey had asked

tor-Le cher permissiolf,and 50% reported when the teacher soy's to.

13
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Again, when asked what they would do if a child came by and

messed up a puzzle they were making, from Tl to T3 children

increasingly reported they would tell the teacher. Interestingly,

at T
1
more children (16%) would simply start over again with the

puzzle than at 13 (5%).

At the beginning of kindergarten, most ciildren categorized

kindergarten as work or play; only a few gave "don't know" responses.

However, most tended tb view kindergarten as requiring mainly play

activities (61%) rather than work activities (24%). This view

remained fairly stable at T3 with the play activities increasing

slightly to 64% and work activities dropping to 12%.

Nluch more difficulty was encountered by the phildren in

reporting the constraints on pupil behaviors. At Ti the majority

(75%) could not identify any constraints and only 13% reported they

could not do things which teachers forbade. At T3 39% acceptpd

teacher criteria for restrictions, but 34% still were so unclear

of their role that theY could not describe those things children

could not do in kindergarten. In addition, it was difficult for

- the children to respond to "why" questions in regard to constraints

on their behavior; OM of the children could not explain why they

were unable to do certain things in school, and this decreased only

to 33% by T3.

The children's perception of what they would do if they wanted

to talk with a friend varied little over time -- children's per-

ceptions appear to be in aceord with school norms as children veiwed

them. At Tl 55% of the child on would "just go over" to a friend

to talk, and at T3 this_incied to 66%. Tt appears tlat the

mobility inherentAn most kindyr9arten roms generally sunports

14
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such student autonomy. Again, little change occurred from Tl

(14%) to T
2 (1%) in the number of children who would ask the

teacher for permission to talk to a peer. "In addition, children

were unable to explain why they choose to talk to a peer as

they did with 61% so responding in T1 and 43% in T3 still unable

to respond to this question.

The Teacher's Role

In ' 31% of the children said they didn't know what teachrs

did in classrooms, but 38% reported they work and 8% that they

teach. By T3 the percentage of children who couldn't report what

teachers do dropped to 16% and the percentage who said that teachers

teach increased from 8% to 28% while the number stating that

teachers work decreased from 38% to 27%. Thus, task differentiation

appears in that children begin to describe actual teaching rather

than the more generic description, "working".

In the children's responses to a behavioral episode in which

a child messes up another child's puzzle, chi'ldren consistently

viewed the teacher as a disciplinarian. Children were asked what

the teacher would do in such a situation. In T
1
62% reported the

teacher would punish the misbheaving child, and this increased to

69% in T3. However, there were significant differences over time

in their responses to what the teacher would do to lot children

know that they were talking too loudly. Although 30% in %did

not know what the teacher would do, by T3 only 12% did not know.

In P1 40% reported that the toacher would act by giving verhol



instructions or.liy_physical actions such as turning off the light!;,

etc., and this increased to 501 by T3. A mintrity (171 at TI to
12% by T3) reported that the teacher would punish the loud talkers.

Thus, the small percentage that viewed the teacher as a dis-

ciplinarian in regard to unsocializqd behavior did not change
their perception over time.

Children's preferences for classroom organization did not

change significantly from Ti to T3. At T1 42% of the children
chose to be taught the alphabet on a one-to-one relationship;
this increased to 50% byT3. kt TI 48% of the children preferred
total group instruction to 43% at the end of the year. The 3 4 who
chose small group instruction remained constant.

The children's reasons for their preferences suggest that

children have varying bases for their choices. Those who chose to
be taught on a one-to-one basis did so'consistently from T1 to

because the other kids are too noisy (35%) and because they cal
learn better (22%) . The children who wanted to be tatieht in a

small group also were consistent over time in their reasons -- because
they liked those few children. However, there was a significant

shift from
2

T to T in the reasons given why total group instruction1

was chosen. In T1 60% gave a don't know response, but by T3 70%

reported that they chose total group instruction because they
felt that everyone learns better in a larger group.
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Certain problems in analysis of continguency tables derived

from the small size of the sample and imbalance in categories of

the independent variables. These made reporting statistical

significance meaningless; thus simple percentages are reported.

Responses were compared within and across categories. For

example, in a tahle in which mother's education formed the vertiral

axis, and child's choice of classroom type formed the horizontal

axis, children's responses were compared horizontally within the

categories of mother's education, and vertically within the individual

choice categories. Only where categories of the dependent variables

had at least the possibility of five responses per cell were data

reported. Where there was major imbalance in the numbers of respond-

ents in categories of independent variables, indices of representation

were used to determine whether percentage differences were real

differences, or simply an artifact of loading on one demographic cate-

gory.

In general, the independent variables which were most closely

associ ted with differences in the response of children were sex,

educational level of parents, and the amount of time-spent in day

care. Income probably did not discriminate between groups in this

study only because the income variable had.only three categories,

and the range provided was not great. We had expected to t'irf, valor

differences by income level, if only because there were differences

by mother's education, and some by father's education. Mother's

education probably has more import than father's education at the

early stages of the educational process since the child pri)hohly

27
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models much of its perceptions of teacher and student role on

mother's activities and on what mothers tell children about

school.

Associations between length of time spent in nursery school

and responses to the questiops could not be made because so few

children had spent more than two years in nursery school that

meaningful comparisons couldn't be made. However, length'of

time spent in day care was associated with res)onse differences,

indicating that amount of oreschool experience does have an

impact on childreWs view of schooling. Not as much discrimi-

nation between types of pre-school experience appeared as had

been hoped, wh ch may he attributed to several reasons. The parents

may not distinguish meaningfully between day care and nursery

school and could have categorized oreschool experience incorrectly;

there may not be substantial differences in the day care and nursery

programs these children were plated in; or it simply may 'be that

'being in an institution -- of whatever kind.-- run by adults accom-

plishes the same tasks of initial socialization to authority-oriented,

task-oriented, order-producing, scheduled institutions.

Parent's Education and the Teacher's Role

At all three Phases, children Who said that what teachers did

in school was work were those whose mothers had less education. Simi-

larly, the same children said that the teaCher interacted with pupils

bore often than'children with mothers whose educational levels were

higher. At time3, however, children who described the teacher's role

as one of teaching children were those whose mothers had more education.

Children who said that there arc constraints on teacher behavior
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that is, answer "yes" to the question "Is there anything the teacher

L:annot du I this room?"-temsle4to_be_those whose mothers have less

With regard to the teacher's role in controlling children's

behavior when they want to do specific things -- such as go to the

bathroom, talk to friends, or make noise, mother's education was

important. Children who se,id that you could only talk to a friend

when the teachers said so, or when the friend wasn't husy: or who

describalthe teacher as punishing a child who interfered with another

dhild's work, or who made noise, were on all three interviews the

children whose mothers had less education. These children also

referred to the likelihood that teachers would actively correct the

child's behavior, or tell parents, more often than did children whose

mothers had more education.

contrast, children who said they could go to the bathroom

anytime they,wanted to, or when they had to, tended to be the chil-

dr,11 of mothers with less education. The greater the mother's educa-

tion, the more likely the children were to indicate that they could

only go when tie teacher said or if they asked.

Thus, the data suggests that children whose mothers had only a

high school education or less are more likely to view the teacher as

taking an active and controlling role in discipline than are children

whose mothers have more education -- except in the control of bodily

functions,in which less well-educated mothers seem to produce children

,less oriented toward conforming the.r needs to the wishes of the

teacher or authority figure.

I 9
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Father's Education
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The differences with regard to "Father's Education" are not

so clear. However, it appears that fathers whose educational

levels are higher tend to produce children who are more oriented

to viewing the teacher as a pedagogue -- one who teaches, specif-

ically reading, writing, and math -- rather than viewing tfie teacher

as a disciplinarian. Children at Tl who thought teachers mostW

interacted with kids tended to be those with better educated

fathers; this persisted at T
2.

At T
3'

more.children with better

educated fathers said that teachers teach, and teachers work, than

those with less well-educated fathers.

Contrary to the associations described with levels of mother's

education, children who think that there are fewer constraints on

what teachers can do in the classroom are those with better educated

fathers; this persisted through all three phases. There was a slight

r-r

"%

trend for less well aucated raTIK-ers-ta have chi ren-witer-we-r-e---nio-r-e----------

r likely to say that they couldn't talk to friends except when the

teacher said; but children of better educated fathers tended more

often to feel that teachers would reprimand or punish children who

were noisy. These results Simply may be an artifact of the general

trend for men to have more education than their wives; further

analysis looking at multiple associations between variables will be

needed to clarify these findings.

The pattern for bodily needs, however, was similar to that of

mother's educaticin. Children whose fathers had lower levels of

education tended to be those whi) said that they could go to the

hat_hroom when.they wanted to, (), anytime.

20
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While the income variable was not well measured, still,

children who described what teachers did as work were more

_likelv to 110 11Pflar_income children. Also, the children with

higher incomes wore more likely to say that they could only

talk to a friend when the teacher said. As income rose, then,

the teacher also became more important as an arbi)trator of the

time to go to the bathroom. This appears to be related to and a

reflection of the educational levels of fathers.

Parental Education and the Student Role

The higher the level of mother's education, the less likely

the child was t .ndergarten was a place to play. However,

children with mothers in the lowest educational category had the

largest numher of responses as to what kindergarten would he like.

Whether or not the father attended college also seemed to be

important. In the categories indicating what the children thought

they wol ll do in kindergarten, 80% of those saying that school was

learning rules or learning to work and 68% of those saying that

school was where children learned specific cognitive things had

collegb educated fathers. This relationship held true for all three

interviews. Children whose fathers had more than a college.education

We7 likely to cite art often as characterizing kindergarten; but

they NI,sc, seldom stated that kindergarten was a place where children

play.
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ImUlse Control

We were also interested in the degree to which differences

in children's background affected the degree to which they were

able to do something which we roughly called "controlling

impul ses" . To a certain .extent'Thisirivotve-sdel-a-y4-Tuggrati-
fication in regard to talking with .friends and the teacher; it

also involves adhering to the school sehedule when hungry,

tired, or in need of going to4the bathroom. It also included

the degree to which chilcren solved -conflict with other chil-

dren by taking the law into their own hands--- hitting or other-

wise retaliating when molested, or whether they relied on the

teacher or simply ignored annoyances inflicted upon them by

other children. We asWed children,a number of hypothetical

questions, some of whiich were harder than others to answer.

Mother's Education

we asked children to tell us how, if they were,on one side

of the room, they would talk to a child who Was located on the

opposite side of the room. We did this by meaiis of a picture

of children in such positions. Most of the children (more than

57%) at all three times said that they's just "go over there".

There was a slight trend for children,whose mothers had less than

a high school education to indicate more often that they would

have to ask teacher first, or to raise their hand. When asked-if

it was appropriate to talk to the teacher, no significant differences

among children were associated with le%rels of mother's education,

but it was el ar that all children thought that talking to the
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teacher was something one did at the tepcher's convenience,

not the child's. 41% said that it was O.K. to talk to the

Leacher when she wasn't busy or talking at T 27% said that

it was O.K. it you raised your hand. Children whose mothers

had least education were those who said most frequently that

one could talk to the teacher anytime -- N6 erut-of seven

res'ponses in that category. Alrty,-----forty_per cent of the

children said you could talk to the teacher when she

talking; 18%, indicated that it was O.K. if you raised your

ahnd. The same percentages prevailed at Ti.

We also asked children how they 'would respond if another

child 2- first a girl, and then a boy -- came along and messed

up a puzzlo they were workini on. Very few children in all

mentioned that they would hit the misbehaving child, or mess

up thit child's' puzzle. Few also ignored the offending child,

or indicated ,Uhat they would-,do nothing about the problem. Boys,

howevor, were mprd likely to hit than girls.

At T
1

oc,the children. Sai.4...that they would tell the

teacher about suchan incident: Children who were more likely to

take matters into their own hands were those with the least well

educated mothers' they were most-likely to say that they'd tell

the other child to quit, at both T2 and T3. While most children

at all times said the" would tell the teacher, those who were

more likely-to-tell the teacher were those children with better

educated mothers.
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Father's Educatica

At T , 42% of the children said that it was O.K. to talk1

to the teacher when she wasn't busy and 27% said "when childroi

rised their hands." children whose faLlie_r's lidd more than a

college education were most likely to say that it was O.K. when

the teacher wasn't busy or talking than any other group. This

persisted throughout the study. At T3, children whose fathers

had had less than a college education were less likely to say

that it was O.K. to talk to the teacher when she permitted;

children of college educated fathers were more likely to say

that it was O.K. when one raised one's hand.

With regard to conflict with other children, at T1, upper

income children were over-represented among those children who

would tell the teacher if another child messed up their puzzle;

they also were over-represented among those who would simply

start over. At T
2' upper income children were under-represented

among those who would tell a child to stop bothering them;

otherwise here were no differences. At T
3

upper income children

were over-represented among those who would tell the teacher.

?vle

When asked how they would talk to a friend, older children

were More likely than younger children at all three interviews to

simply say that they would "just go over there"; at T3, younger

children were more likely to say that they would have to ask

the teacher first to talk to a friend.

At T
l'

older children wcre more lik.oly than younger to

say that they could talk to friend "right then;" younger

24
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were more likely .to say that they could only'do s6 when their

teacher said. At T2, there were no differences. 'At T3, younger

children were more likely to say that they could only talk to

friends after school. Younger children said more often that

you had to raise your hand to talk to the teacher; older children

were more likely to say that you could only talk to the teacher

when she was not talking or not busy.

This may mean that older kids can make judgment or an

inference as to whether the teacher is busy or not; younger

children have to wait to be'rioticed by the teacher,

Birth Order

Birth order causes no differences on any responses.

Sex

There were some major sex differences in the findings.

The data indicated that girls tend to be more.orientud to the

school as a workplace and to the teacher as an authority figure

than were boys.

At T 61'L of those who said the teacher is a worker and

68% of those who said she interacts with children were girls.

At T
2' there were no sex difference in viewing the teacher's

role as worker, but girls were more likely to describe the

teacher as someone who "teaches us." (56%-44%) Girls also

described the teacher more.often as someone who:prepares materials

for classes. At T
3

the differences increased; girls comprised

69% of the children who said that teacherswork, 70% of those

who said that teachers teach, and 60% of those who said teachers

interact with children.
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At T
l' 41% of those who said that'school is for play were

boys, and twice as many boys as girlgisaid that school is for
%

art. By " 50% of those saying that school is for play were

girls, SO% wore boys. More boys than girls s'aid that school

is for art; twice as many girls as boys sgid that*school is
1

for work, and onlycirls mentioned specific cognitive skills.

Girls seemed to be much more controlled by the teacher.

At T
I
65% of the children who said that they could only talk

to a friend when the teacher said it was O.K. were girls; 63%

of those who said they could only do so when the friend wasn't

busy were girls. However these differences evened out by 9'3.

Boys wore more likely to respond that they could go to the

bathroom anytithe, when they had to, or want to, than girls,

and girls, were more likely to say that they could go only when

they asked their teacher.

Most of the children gave idiosyncratic responses to the

question "what can't you do in kindergarten?", but twice as

many boys as girls said that they couldn't do things that the

teachers forbade at Tl. However, at T2 and T3 twice as nany

girls as boys said that they couldn't do things that the teacher

forbade.

At T
11

three times 'as many boys as girls said that they

were too little to do the things they said that'they couldn't

do in kindergarten; three thimes as many girls as brays indicated

that the things they couldn't do were impossible because they

were role inappropriate - suct, as "girls don't.do that," or

"only teachcr can do that." lowever, by Ti, there is ;1 tAert 7h;26
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more girls than boys said that they couldn't do things that

would make the teacher mad; and twice as many girls as boys

(N=6) said that they couldn t do things because they wore too

little or too young.

It appears that the teacher's role as arbitrator of class-

room life crystallizes earfier for girls than for boys. Girls

indicated that punishments of'all kinds were- likely for 'infrac-

tions of noise rules much more often-than boys. did. Girls also

outnumbered boys in feeling that the teacher woui...d tell their

parents if they were noisy.

With regard to interfering with another child's work, 'girls

at T
1 were more likely to say that the teacher would punish a

child or talk to a child for messing up another child's puzzle;

by T2 and T boys had taken the lead in describing the teacher's

reaction as scolding, or.punishing, a misbehaving child, while

girls saw her reaction as more likely to be talking to or scolding

the misbehavinq child. Perhaps the boyshave learned by expe .once.

Pre-Sch(wl Experience and the Teacher's Role
a_

While ,Lypo of pre-school experience did not affect the

chilt:'s view of the student role, going to nursery school

seems to affect the child's view of the teacher's role

very much.
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Preschool

Effec.t_91'._Typ9_9fLy.Feschool ExEcrience on Description of_
Teaa6r- Role

2

Work , 'eiwhes Us

one 28% 40Z I

Uper Leave Day Cart! 28Z 24%

Nursry I I 44% 367

N=18 N=25 I

26.

T3

Work Teaches U, Interacts With I
N 19% 50% 40%

38% "'V/ 1:3%

44% 25Z 47%

N= I I) N=20 N= I 5

*AI I other responses e I t her were .the "No Answer" or 'Other"
categorivs, or %gyre too Infrequent to report.

4

Other categories were not listed in the table above because

there were insufficient numbers of responses. The type of school

attended had no impact upon when a child thought he or she could

talk to a Iriend. The number of children saying 'Oat they could

go to the batli'roqm if they asked increased for daylcare children

_from 38't to 49'L; the ntiMher so saying ot nursery school children

remained about the same. (Itherwise, few clear patterns emerged.

Nursery school children were,showever, at all three phases, more

lixely to feel that the teacher would punish noisy children, or

tell their parents, or verbally reprimand them.

Amount of Time Spent in Day Care. _

Amount of time spend in day care appears to have an impact

on the child's-view of the teacher and her authority; the same

probably is true for differences in the amount of time spent in

nursery school, but it was nto possible to analyze that data

hoeau:le there wore so I

yearn ot nurrpory sehool.

W dren who had had more than two

Vol' day care, those who de!Jorihod the

9$4



teacher's role as work were more often those who had attended
AMP..

day care for more than two years; At T2, children with less

time spent in day care also- we-re-ntrarc-14ke-1-y-t_o_say_tliat toucher s

work, but lOsi; likely to say that teachers teach. At T3, children

with less time spent in day care outnumbered others in both the

work and teaches us category.

In all three phases, children in day care for a shorter time

were more likely to say that they could only talk to a peer when

the teacher said it was O.K. than children who had attended longer.

There were no clear patterns regarding going to *he bathroom.

At T vhildren who had attended more than two years ex-

pected more often to be punis1-2d for messing up a child's puzzle;

at 12 they were even with the children who had attended more than

two years; and by T3, the responses had switched, such that those

who have aLtended less than two years were more likely to expect

punishment.

Ai T children who had attended less expected more punish-

ment for making noise, but fewer verbal reprimands than those

who have attended More. The expectation of punishment persisted

through the three phases, but the expectation of verbal reprimand

switched, such that by T3, children who attended less expected

more verbal verbots than the children who attended.more.

Pre-School eot'SExperience and The udent Rl. _ . . . _ . _ _ _ _

While there were no real differences among the children

according to the type of preschool experience they received--

at least insofar as we c n report - there were some rather marked

diftoronc4.ti.with regard to the length ol ,time they hl Toni in

f) -0-S41100 1.1xpOr i ent!V ./1 d
I

9
who had been in day
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care for less than two years said that kindergar,een was a place
C./

to play far more often (780 than did children Who had more than

two yeiirs of day care (12%). At T2, while the children who had

hem, ia day care longer did not differ markedly in how much they

thotight school was a place for play, those who had attended day

care longer were more likely to say that school was a place to

learn specific cognitive matters; (53% as compared to 47% for

those who had attended less than two years). The differences

with respect to specific cognitive,matters were greater with

longer nursery school attendance; and in nursery school, those

who had attended less than two years more often said that school

was a place to learn rules. At T3 the differences for day care

children increased such that 57% of the children who said that

school was a place to learn specific subject matters, had attended

day care for more than two years. Nursery school children who

said that school was a place to be taught rules had generally

attended less than t o years; also children tended more 9tten

.to,say that school was a place for psychomotor aCtivities.

Impact of Peer Group_

Whether or not a child has had a number of friends before

attending school affects his/her view of the student role; 57%

of the children who say that school is for play tended to have

fewer than two pre-school friends. Children who said that school

is a place for learning specific cognitive materials were more

likely to have more than two friends. These differe7-es persisted

through all three pha,ses, but those children who see school as

a place to learn rules are lil.e1y at Time throe to 1)e those with

Jewer than two friends. Thut;. peer group influences mayhave some

30
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effect in the child's view of what he or she will do in school.

Conclusions

Children tended to describe the teacher role more clearly as

a worker or teacher ,than they did their own, which was most often

de.fined as play. However, teachers and students may refer to

different aspects of those roles when describing them. Children

seem to refer to process, teachers L.. product, when describing

what they did in kindergarten. They tended.tq describe activities,

e.g., "play with blocks"; "put pu'zzle together". Their teachers

would likely say that the same children were learning ABC's by

playing with blocks, or acquiring notions of spatial relations by

putting puzzles together.

'While it would be unreasonable to expect 4-5 year old children

to understand or to articulate what was meant by "acquiring notions

of spatial relations", it is clear that to children, the important

aspect is the process, or play. They do not realize that play has

a cognitive purpose. In these classrooms, to use Bernstein's

terminology, pedagogy is invisible; the teacher knows, but the

children are as yet only dimly aware, what the program is.

The data also suggest that preparedness or orientation to

school is multi-dimensional. Children are not simply ready or

not ready for school at age 41/2; rather they may articulate well

with some, but not all, of the dimensions necessary for successful

adjustment to the student role. The dimensions isolated in this

study seemed to be (1) an orientation to school as a work place

in which the work stressed it; cognitive learning; and (2) an orien-

31
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tatjon to mamagement norms which recognize the teacher as

an authority or arbitrator of all activities and as the one

who imposes order in the classroom.

Differences in the student orientation to these dimen-

sions sJem associated with the socioeconomic Status of their

parents - measured in this study roughly by family income and

educational level of the mother and father. The tentative

findings are diagrammed in Figure 1, in the form of hypotheses

which were yLneroted for'the 1;tudy we arc presently iAnalyzing.

Figure 1

Social Background Orientation to Orientation to
of Child's Family Teacher Student Role

Higher SES

Lower SES

As pedagogue

As disciplinarian

As pedagogue

As disciplinarian

play learner

play learner

While there was a fair degree of social homogeneity in the

sample within the range provided by this group, children of
;

Higher SES parents were more likely to describe their activities

in kingergarten as cognitive ones - "ABS's", "IleadincT", "learn-

ing numbers" and the teacher's activities as teaching

than were Lower SES childrtin; they also were less likely

to view tie toocher as taking on active and controlling role in

32
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classroom discipline. By contrast, Lower CBS children were
0

mora frequently described kindergarten activities as play,

and aescribed the teacher's activities as work - organizing

activities, passing papers, - activities which could he

categorized as management. They seemed to he less oriented

to the cognitive aspects of schooling, but more oriented to

the authority structure in that they were the Students who

,responded most often that they could not Ao things unless

the teacher permitted, and were most likely to cite causing

teacher anger as a reason for not engaging in certain activities.

Social background also differentiated children in another

area important for classroom management. We called this impulse

control, and it referred to the-extent to which children were

able to defer desires for such things as movement, conversation,

and retaliation against children who bothered them. The data

suggested that Lower S;V3 childrenfelt more controlled by the

teacher, whi le Ilicter SES children tended MOTe often to do what

they'wanted to do when they so desired. However Itigher 9ES

children were more likely to respond passively to annoyances,

while Lower SES children were inclined to hit back.

Sex differences in orientation were also apparent: girls

were more likely to emit school appropriate responses than boys

were on both dimension's outlined earlier; they not only have

often described schOol in terms of cognitive activiles but

tended to view the teacher's role as both pedagogue and discip-,

linarian.
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Tt appears that experience within an institution whether

day care or nursery school, provides an orientation to the

management system of .;cliooling. While we expected differences

associated with type as well as length of pro-school experience,

only length of preschooling affected the view children had of

both teacher and student behavior; type of schooling did how-

ever affect how children viewed teachers. Students who had nd

pre-schoG1 experience, and those who had attended nursery school,

had a clearer view of the teacher as both 'a teacher and manage-r

than did those who had had day care experience. t is possible

that those who had no pre-school eXperience are Higher chil-

dren whose background would lead to an orientation toward school

similar to that associated with nursery school experience.

The longer a child spent in pre-school of any kind, the less

they tended to describe the student role as play; those who

attended less also tended to see the teacher as more punitive

and controlling while children with more pre-school experience

at T
1
tended to describe the teacher more often as a teacher or

worker, the differences were not so clear later in the year.

The data suggest that children who have extensive pre-school

experience, including association with other children, may

already have "learned the ropes" and are less in need of the

intensive socialization to institutional life which characterizes
.

the first few weeks of kindergarten.

di


